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ABSTRACT. Atrial fibrillation (AF) occurrence has a known genetic 
component. Many reports have revealed a correlation between gene 
mutation and AF, involving genes related to ion channels, connexin 
(Cx), and those within the angiotensin system. In this study, the cor-
relation between the Cx 40 polymorphism (rs35594137) and AF was 
investigated in patients with AF in the Xinjiang, Turpan, and Kashi re-
gions and in controls. The AF cohort included 122 patients (58 Han and 
64 Uygur). The control subjects were recruited according to the 1:1 
corresponding method and matched for age and gender. Polymerase 
chain reaction-restriction enzyme fragment length polymorphism was 
used to analyze Cx 40 (rs35594137) genotype and allele distributions. 
Compared with the control group, A allele and A allele frequency were 
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higher in the promoter region of Cx 40 (rs35594137) site (P < 0.05). 
In the Uygur population, the distribution of rs35594137 genotype and 
allele frequencies was not significantly different (P > 0.05) from the AF 
and control groups of Chinese Han origin. The confounding factors, 
including coronary heart disease, hypertension, smoking, and drinking, 
were evaluated by multivariate conditional logistic regression analysis. 
Cx 40 (rs35594137) differences between AF and control groups of Han 
origin were not significant (P > 0.05), but were statistically significant 
in the Uygur population (P < 0.05). These results demonstrated that Cx 
40 (rs35594137) was associated with AF. In the Uygur population, Cx 
40 (rs35594137) should be considered as an independent risk factor 
for patients with AF, who might have racial differences in rs35594137 
variant frequencies.
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INTRODUCTION

Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most common type of rapid arrhythmia. In China, the 
morbidity rate of adults with AF is about 0.77%. The occurrence mechanisms of AF include 
pathogenic factors acting on multiple aspects of the electrophysiological, mechanical, and 
molecular biological mechanisms, among others. Although many studies in China and abroad 
have investigated the etiology of AF, these mechanisms remain poorly understood. In recent 
years, molecular genetic mechanisms have received considerable attention and an increasing 
amount of genetic evidence has been associated with the occurrence of AF. Many reports have 
also unveiled the correlation between gene mutation and AF, involving genes related to ion 
channels, connexin (Cx), and those in the angiotensin system, among others (Lai et al., 2002; 
Schreieck et al., 2004; Ravn et al., 2005; Darbar et al., 2007; Juang et al., 2007). The studies 
identified two common polymorphisms, i.e., Cx 40 -44 G→A (rs35594137), and Cx 40 +71 
A→G (at the transcription start site), and proposed that there was a greater representation 
of the Cx 40 (-44A, +71G) genotype as well as the respective allele frequencies in patients 
with AF (Groenewegen et al., 2003; Juang et al., 2007). Furthermore, a linkage relationship 
has been shown between these polymorphisms. The aim of the present study was to examine 
the gene polymorphism of Cx 40 (rs35594137) in patients with AF from the Uygur and Han 
populations, and controls, from the Xinjiang region to further define the correlation of Cx 40 
(rs35594137) with AF as well as whether racial and regional differences exist, and to provide 
a theoretical and scientific basis for in-depth analysis of the relationship between genetic poly-
morphism in Cx 40 (rs35594137) and AF.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Study participants

The sample consisted of 244 individuals, aged 30-85 years, from the natural popula-
tion with representation from the residential area in the more centralized population, economic 
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development level, and medical conditions from Turpan city and Kashi city in Xinjiang; the 
cluster sampling method was utilized for collection. The sampling of the present study was 
taken with unequal probability at three states in different levels. The primary sampling units 
referred to village community in the street or township. The secondary sampling units referred 
to residential community and village community. The third sampling unit referred to each 
household where one person was chosen.

The people in the AF group consisted of patients who were clearly diagnosed with AF 
from the above-mentioned areas; and the people in the control group were those without evi-
dence of AF in an echocardiogram (ECG, including Holter monitoring). There were 122 cases 
collected from the AF case group (58 Han and 64 Uygur). The cases of the control group were 
collected based on the matching conditions of ages and genders with the proportion of 1:1 cor-
responding to the ethnicity of the case group; that is, 58 Han and 64 Uygur individuals were 
included in the control group. The mean (± SD) ages of the Han AF and control groups were 
66.70 ± 3.48 and 65.23 ± 2.35 years, respectively. In the Uygur population, the mean ages in 
the AF and control groups were 64.53 ± 2.35 and 63.26 ± 3.85 years, respectively. The study 
was approved by the Ethics Committee of the People’s Hospital of Xinjiang Uygur Autono-
mous Region and all the subjects had signed the informed consent form. In the study, recorded 
the general conditions of the chosen subjects as well as risk factors for the main common 
cardiovascular diseases and AF, including high pressure, coronary heart disease, smoking, 
and alcohol consumption, as well as ultrasonic left atrium diameter (LAD) and left ventricular 
ejection fraction (LVEF). Investigation methods and quality control were based on the inves-
tigation of cardiovascular diseases and epidemiology dominated by AF in the group with the 
unified design and unified proposal in the internationally common standardized investigation 
methods. The investigation covered examination by questionnaire and physical examination. 
The main contents of the questionnaire included: general condition, career, labor intensity, 
personal AF history, AF history of the family, smoking, drinking. The physical examination 
included: measurements of blood pressure, heart rate, ECG, height, weight, waistline, abdomi-
nal circumference and hipline. The criteria for enrollment were: 1) the present ECG showed 
AF; 2) the doctor had diagnosed the patient with AF and previous ECG of AF or Holter record 
were available; 3) ECG or Holter record that had been diagnosed to indicate AF was available; 
and 4) the diagnosis of high blood pressure was made according to the standard of Guide for 
Treatment of High Blood Pressure issued by World Health Organization (WHO)/International 
Society of Hypertension (ISH) in 1999.

Study methods

From each participant, 5 mL peripheral blood was taken and 0.5 M anticoagulant (eth-
ylenediaminetetraacetic acid) was added. The DNA in the white cells in the peripheral blood 
was abstracted with the high-salt precipitation method and was dissolved in TE tube for storage 
at -20°C. Ultraviolet spectrophotometry was used to determine the concentration of DNA in 
the specimen, which was diluted for further usage. For detection of polymorphic variants of Cx 
40 rs35594137, the polymorphic gene section including Cx 40 rs35594137 was amplified by 
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and then the genotype was determined with HaeIII restric-
tion endonuclease analysis. For the single nucleotide change at Cx 40 (rs35594137, G→A), the 
amplification primers were: positive-sense strand: 5'-CCC TCT TTT TAA TCG TAT CTG TGG 
C-3'; negative-sense strand: 5'-GGT GGA GGG AAG AAG ACT TTT AG-3'; the PCR primer 
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product size was 150 bp. Following HaeIII restriction enzyme analysis, if the bases of site were 
-44, then the restriction enzyme fragments were 126 and 24 bp, respectively. After PCR ampli-
fication, 5 μL amplification product was electrophoresed using 1.5% agarose gel and a 100-bp 
DNA size marker was used for comparison (Zhou et al., 2008) (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Electropherogram of polymerase chain reaction-restriction fragment length polymorphism fragments of 
the three connexin 40 genotypes. 

Statistical analysis

The SPSS 17.0 software (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA) was used to perform statistical 
analysis and the SHEsis software was used to detect the representation of the specimen groups 
under Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium and the distribution of the genotypes in each group. When 
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium was realized, the measurement data in each group were repre-
sented by mean ± standard deviation. The Student t-test was used for the comparison between 
two groups and the χ2 test was used for the comparison between the differences of genotype 
and allele frequencies between the two groups. For the comprehensive evaluation of the rele-
vance between each factor and AF, multiple-factor logistic regression analysis was performed. 
Differences were regarded to have significance when P ˂ 0.05.

RESULTS

General condition of the study participants

In the Han cohort, the mean ages of the people in the patient and control groups were 
65.5 ± 4.38 years; in the Uygur cohort, the mean ages of the people in the patient and control 
groups were 66.35 ± 6.50 years. Matching was made based on the ages and genders in the 
patient and control groups. In the Han and Uygur cohorts, the difference of smoking history 
and drinking in the patient and control groups had no statistical significance (P ˂ 0.05), while 
the history of coronary heart diseases and high blood pressure were significantly different (P 
˂ 0.05). In the Han and Uygur cohorts, all the LAD and LVEF values in the AF group were 
clearly higher than those in the control group and the differences were statistically significant 
(P ˂ 0.05; Tables 1 and 2).
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Table 1. General condition of study participants in the Han cohort (means ± SD).

 Patient group (N = 58) Controls (N = 58) P

LAD (mm) 35.84 ± 4.34 29.65 ± 5.65 ˂0.01
LVEF (%) 60.45 ± 1.34 66.69 ± 2.32 ˂0.01
Coronary heart diseases [N (%)] 40 (62.5) 26 (46.63)     0.042
High blood pressure [N (%)]   43 (74.14)   9 (15.52) ˂0.01
Smoking [N (%)]   31 (53.45) 28 (48.28)     0.314
Alcohol consumption [N (%)]   15 (25.86) 10 (17.24)     0.219

LAD = left atrium diameter; LVEF = left ventricular ejection fraction.

Table 2. General condition of study participants in the Uygur cohort (means ± SD).

 Case group (N = 64) Controls (N = 64) P

LAD (mm) 37.36 ± 2.36 30.28 ± 1.34 ˂0.01
LVEF (%) 62.76 ± 4.34 66.21 ± 2.33 ˂0.01
Coronary heart diseases [N (%)] 39 (60.94) 20 (31.25)     0.021
High blood pressure [N (%)] 47 (73.44) 19 (29.69) ˂0.01
Smoking [N (%)] 26 (40.63) 23 (35.94)     0.061
Alcohol consumption [N (%)] 30 (46.88) 34 (53.13)     0.170

LAD = left atrium diameter; LVEF = left ventricular ejection fraction.

Analysis of the results of the patient and control groups of the Han and Uygur cohorts

In the Han cohort, 30, 16, and 12 patients with AF carried the genotypes of AA, AG, and 
GG, respectively, reflecting 51.72, 27.59, and 20.69%, respectively, of the affected group; there 
were 27, 15, and 16 controls with genotypes AA, AG, and GG, respectively, reflecting 46.55, 25.86, 
and 27.59%, respectively, of the control group. Compared with those in the patient and control 
groups, the differences of the three genotypes of AA, AG, and GG had no statistical significance 
(χ2 = 1.237, P = 0.56). In the patient group, the allele frequencies of A and G were 72 and 44 cases, 
accounting for 62.07 and 37.93%, respectively. In the control group, the allele frequencies of A and 
G were 67 and 49 cases, accounting for 57.59 and 42.24%, respectively, and the distribution differ-
ences had no statistical significance (χ2 = 0.006, P = 0.86; Table 3).

Table 3. rs35594137 genotype distribution and allele frequency (%) in the Han cohort.

  Genotype   χ2 P                               Allele  χ2 P

 AA AG GG   A G  

Case group 30 (51.72) 16 (27.59) 12 (20.69) 1.237 0.56 72 (62.07) 44 (37.93) 0.006 0.86
Controls 27 (46.55) 15 (25.86) 16 (27.59)   67 (57.59) 49 (42.24)  

In the Uygur cohort, 35, 16, and 13 patients with AF carried the genotype of AA, AG, 
and GG, respectively, reflecting 54.60, 25.00, and 20.31%, respectively, of the affected group; 
there were 25, 20, and 19 controls with the genotype of AA, AG, and GG, respectively, reflecting 
39.06, 30.77, and 29.69%, respectively, of the control group. The differences of the three geno-
types of AA, AG, and GG showed statistical significance between the patient and control groups 
(χ2 = 8.244, P = 0.012). In the AF group, the allele frequencies of A and G were 80 and 48 cases, 
accounting for 62.50 and 37.50%, respectively. In the control group, the allele frequencies of A 
and G were 70 and 58 cases, accounting for 54.69 and 45.31%, respectively, and the distribution 
differences had statistical significance (χ2 = 8.120, P = 0.032; Table 4).
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Table 4. rs35594137 genotype distribution and allele frequency (%) in the Uygur cohort.

  Genotype   χ2 P                           Allele  χ2 P

 AA AG GG   A G  

Case group 35 (54.69) 16 (25.00) 13 (20.31) 8.244 0.012 80 (62.50) 48 (37.50) 8.120 0.032
Controls 25 (39.06) 20 (30.77) 19 (29.69)   70 (54.69) 58 (45.31)  

Analysis of the correlation between the Cx 40 (rs35594137) polymorphism and AF 
in the Han and Uygur 

After multifactor logistic regression analysis was applied to control for the potential 
confounding factors of coronary heart diseases, high blood pressure, smoking, and alcohol 
consumption, the difference of Cx 40 (rs35594137) between the patient and control groups 
had no statistical significance in the Han, and thus the polymorphism of Cx 40 (rs35594137) 
had no relationship with AF. Excluding the influences of other factors of smoking, alcohol 
consumption, and genes, high blood pressure and coronary heart diseases were considered risk 
factors for AF (P ˂ 0.05; Table 5).

Table 5. Multiple-factor logistic regression analysis.

Risk factors  Han people    Uygur people

 χ2 OR  P χ2 OR  P

Coronary heart diseases 14.87 2.346 ˂0.01 12.65 1.784 ˂0.01
High blood pressure 16.70 2.375 ˂0.01 15.25 1.867 ˂0.01
Smoking    3.68 1.250   0.12   3.87 1.123   0.12
Alcohol consumption   3.88 1.420   0.15   4.55 1.376   0.13
rs35594137 (AA)   5.40 1.023   0.65 10.80 1.654 ˂0.01

OR = odds ratio.

After multifactor logistic regression analysis was applied to control the potential con-
founding factors of coronary heart diseases, high blood pressure, smoking, and alcohol con-
sumption, the difference of Cx 40 (rs35594137) between the patient and control groups had 
statistical significance in the Uygur cohort (P ˂ 0.05). In the Uygur cohort, the genotype AA of 
Cx 40 (rs35594137) was one of the independent risk factors for the Uygur patients with AF. Of 
the other factors of smoking, alcohol consumption, and genes, high blood pressure and coro-
nary heart diseases were considered risk factors for AF in Uygur cohort (P ˂ 0.05; Table 5).

DISCUSSION

In recent years, the gap junction closely related to the occurrence of AF and the role 
of Cx 40 in AF has been given more attention. Cx 40 is the most important coupled protein of 
the atrial cytokines. Jiang et al. (2012) studied the expression and distribution of disorders in 
patients with AF and found that these changes can lead to obstacles in electric coupling, ab-
normal conductance, as well as the occurrence of reentrance between neighboring myocardial 
cells, and thus may be one of the pathological mechanisms of AF.

van der Velden et al. (2000) found that the expression of Cx 40 in the atrial tissue of 
goats with AF was reduced. The Cx 40 in the atrial tissue under chronic AF was expressed 
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following local damage, caused by disordered electrical conductance leading to the occur-
rence of AF. Polontchouk et al. (2001) studied the chronic AF and the auricula dextra of the 
control people and found that the expression of Cx increased by 2.7-fold. Research showed 
that gene mutation of Cx 40 in human hearts caused the reduction of Cx 40 protein expression 
and could result in the development of AF (Wirka et al., 2011), while in animal experiments, 
the transfection connexin genes in pig heart could improve the conductance and effectively 
reduce the occurrence of AF (Igarashi et al., 2012). At present, it is held that the impedance 
and conductance speed between neighboring atrial tissues are clearly different due to the high 
homogeneity in the distribution of Cx 40 in the heterogeneity in human muscles, which will 
be easy to form the reentrant loop for the AF; thus, the transcription and upregulation of Cx 
40 in the atrial muscles is an important factor to promote the occurrence and duration of AF 
(Dupont et al., 2001). Juang et al. (2007) coded Cx protein genes and discovered two inter-
locking polymorphic sites, Cx 40 (-44A, +71G) and Cx40 (-44G, +71A), and found that Cx 
40 (-44A, +71G) was related to the occurrence of AF. In China, Zhou et al. (2008) showed 
that the genotype frequency AA and allele frequency AA were higher at site -44 of Cx 40 in 
AF group than those in the non-AF group (P < 0.05); thus, the polymorphism of Cx 40 (-44 
G→A) may have associations with the occurrence of AF. As the differences of the allele fre-
quency and genotype distribution of rs35594137 between the patient and control groups in the 
Uygur cohort had a statistical significance, the results of the present study suggested that Cx 
40 (rs35594137) is related to the occurrence of AF. The distribution of Cx 40 (rs35594137) 
in patients with AF may vary due to race and regions. The AA allele frequency in the control 
group of Han people was 42.24%, while that in the Uygur people was 45.31%, presenting 
slight variation. The results pointed out that the differences of racial hereditary structure can 
be reflected from this polymorphic site; however, positive errors may exist because of small 
sample number and inefficient statistical efficiency. There are multiple risk factors of coro-
nary heart disease, including high blood pressure, smoking, and alcohol consumption, among 
others. In this study, Cx 40 (rs35594137) had no association with AF in the Han cohort when 
the confounding factors were examined under multiple-factor logistic regression analysis, 
whereas Cx 40 (rs35594137) appeared to be an independent risk factor for the occurrence 
of AF in the Uygur cohort. In recent years, studies in China and abroad showed that single 
nucleotide polymorphisms of different genes can induce the occurrence of AF; thus, AF was 
predicted to be a kind of polygenic disease. The results of the present study suggest that Cx 
40 (rs35594137, -44 G→A) can be used as one of the markers of risks of the occurrence of 
AF in the Uygur people. Following the continuous developments in science and technology, 
it is expected that more and more gene polymorphism sites will be found to be related to AF.

The study provides a theoretical basis for further research on the susceptibility of AF 
in different nations to determine the molecular biological mechanism of AF, and provides evi-
dence for the relevance between Cx 40 (rs35594137) and AF among different nations. These 
results will be useful for the formulation of corresponding gene diagnosis strategies for the 
mutation variance of different ethnicities, and for providing the theoretical basis for individual 
therapy of AF in regional groups.
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